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The ‘Plywood Palace’ is coming down Fanfare and big
scissors accompany fitness
center opening
Chris Haas

World News Editor

After suffering extensive damage from
an F2 tornado last Christmas and ensuing legal disputes over insurance claims,
Spruance Hall will finally be coming
down. Since shortly after the tornado
struck Dec. 25, 2006, Spruance Hall
has been boarded up and covered in
blue tarps, greeting anyone entering the
University from Clyde Morris. In a

recent interview with the Chancellor, The
Avion has learned why Spruance is still
standing, when it will come down, and
what will take its place.
According to Daytona Beach Campus
Chancellor Dr. Thomas Connolly, bids
have been received from contractors to
demolish Spruance Hall. The University
is in the process of reviewing these bids
and a decision is due this week. Dr.
Connolly confirmed that the necessary
permits have been obtained for demolition to begin in two weeks, and Spruance

Hall should be leveled by the end of the
month.
What will take the place of Spruance
Hall is still being decided. The administration is certain that a new administration building will be built on the
Spruance Hall site, although some plans
call for a re-orientation of the building as
well as the Wright Flyer.
The Board of Trustees has approved
the construction and a committee has
been formed to decide who will occupy the new three story building. Dr.

Connolly confirmed that the top floor
will be composed of University administration (the President’s office, Chief
Financial Officer, Provost, etc.). The
second floor will be campus staff, including the Chancellor. The bottom floor
is slated for student services, although
specifics have yet to be determined.
Associate Chancellor Dr. Nancee Bailey
will head up a committee to review and
select the final student service tenants.
Please see “SPRUANCE,” page
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Yoffe, Eagles
take down No.
5 Webber
Press Release
ERAU Sports Info.
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla.
– The 11th-ranked EmbryRiddle men’s soccer team
opened its 2007 Florida Sun
Conference season with a
4-3 win over No. 5 Webber
International on Saturday.
Junior Joe Yoffe contributed
to all four Eagle goals, finishing the night with two
goals and two assists as the
Eagles move to 1-1 overall
and 1-0 in the FSC, while the
Warriors drop to 0-2 and 0-1
in league play.
The Eagles were the
dominant team for much of
the match, ousthooting the
Warriors 32-8. WIU’s Tony
Restino kept the score close
with 15 saves on the night,
but the Warriors were helped
by the woodwork as two
Eagle penalty attempts went
off the posts.

Peter Richardson
Staff Reporter
On Friday, September
7 at 9 a.m. in the morning there was an unusual
crowd of quietly waiting people congregating
on the west lawn. With
the sun already blazing
down and the humidity
turned up, a large, eclectic assortment of EmbryRiddle high-ups and local
officials gathered to celebrate the grand opening
of ERAU’s brand new
fitness center. A bright
blue ribbon was lined up
outside the new building with a collection of
chairs placed for important attendees. As sleepyeyed, confused looking
Riddle students navigated
across the grass to avoid
the crowd a short yet
pointed speech precession started.
First to speak was the
host of the event and
Director of Intramural

and Recreational Sports
Leslie Whitmer. After
welcoming the audience,
Mrs. Whitmer praised the
new facility for its future
potential benefits to the
Embry-Riddle community. Mrs. Whitmer stressed
that the new fitness center
was in fact a new academic hall due to extensive
research correlating the
growth of the mind to the
health of the body. Mrs.
Whitmer explained how
the new facility would,
along with the existing
facilities, allow ERAU
students to stay healthy
and live right thus enhancing their overall university experience. Mrs.
Whitmer made it very
clear that the new facility
is not just a recruitment
or retention tool for the
university but is in fact a
working facility designed
and intended for improving student life.
Please see “FITNESS,”
page A2

It’s time for

At the 25:49 mark, Yoffe
played the ball into Sam
Litchfied at the top of the
18-yard box. Litchfield’s
quick turn allowed him to
get away from his defender
and he took advantage of
his wide open shot on goal,
burying his first goal of the
season in the lower right
corner.
The Eagles’ second
goal game just three minutes later when Litchfield
returned the favor, playing
a ball to Yoffe’s feet in the
box. Restino got a touch on
Yoffe’s initial shot, preventing the ball from going into
the net, but the loose ball
fell right to an umarked AJ
Barrett who easily passed
the ball into the net to put the
Blue and Gold up 2-0.
The Warriors got a goal
back in the 34th minute
Please see “SOCCER,”
page A4

X-Country places first, third
Press Release
ERAU Sports Info.
GAINESVILLE, Fla. “The best start we’ve had,”
head coach Mike Rosolino
said after his men’s cross
country team placed third
in the 2007 Mountain
Dew Classic hosted by the
University of Florida Gators
on Friday, September 8.
The Eagles had all five
point-earners finish in the top
30 and six of their runners
finish in the top 35. Freshman
Henry Melius crossed the
finish line for ERAU first,
placing tenth in a time of
26:23.50. It was the sixth

fastest time ever recorded by
an Eagle.
He was followed shortly by
the 15, 17 and 18th place runners of Nick Gehlsen, Stuart
Patterson and Will Quinn
who finished in 26:39.91,
26:48.92 and 26:53.04 Clay
The Eagles topped out seven
NCAA Division I institutions
(Miami, North Florida, West
Florida, Florida Atlantic,
Florida A&M, Florida Gulf
Coast, and Stetson), finishing third, the University of
Florida came in first and
Central Florida took second.
Conference rivals,
Please see “X-COUNTRY,”
page A4
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OOZEBALL 2007 SAW 22 teams compete in the largest turn-out in event history. The winning Air Force team took on a squad from Sigma Alpha
Epsilon to take first place. Winning team (from left): Spencer Wade, George Kavulich, Bobby Malesra, Jordan Novotny, Benjamin Sparrow.
Andrew Zaback
Staff Reporter
On Sept. 3, the annual Oozeball
competition started with a splash of
muddy water. Oozeball is a glorified name for mud volleyball. It
is an event in which Embry-Riddle
Students group into teams of five to
compete with their peers.
The competition is held annually
and is hosted by the Order of Omega
as a philanthropy event. The money
raised, goes to the Up’ til Dawn char-

ity organization on campus, which in
turn donate the money to St. Jude’s
Research Hospital. This year, a
total of $777.00 was raised for the
charity.
A new record for attendance was
set this year as over 200 people came
to the event. Lauren Moran, Assistant
Director of Student Activities, Greek
Life advisor, says that 22 teams
competed for the title of Oozeball
Champions. In previous years, most
competitors were teams from the
Greek community on campus and
very few others participated from the

rest of the campus. Out of the teams
who competed, six non-Greek teams
were on the ladder. This shows that
the event is spreading around campus and other people are participating instead of just Fraternities and
Sororities.
Moran offered one viewpoint on
the popularity of the event: “I think
it is a fun way for college students to
be a kid again and play in the mud.”
It is a way to release stress and forget
about all the assignments due for the
next day and just have a good time,
said a student.

Boeing takes home
NASA Ares 1 contract
worth $514.7 million

Safety of campus 3:10 to Yuma,
Shoot ‘em Up
elevators called
reviewed
into question

Space Technology, A11

Opinions, A6

Entertainment, B1

After all the mud settled and the
scores were tallied, the Air Force
team came out on top and were proclaimed the Champions of Oozeball.
Coming in at a close second was
the team representing Sigma Alpha
Epsilon.
When asked what would be changed
for next year’s Oozeball tournament,
Moran stated that a barbeque would
be held during the games. This
would occupy the idle time of teams
who are not playing at the moment.
Other than that, the event was a giant
success.

Campus News

Page
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Fitness Center gets off to running start
 “FITNESS”
from FRONT

After her statements Mrs. Whitmer
introduced the Daytona Beach
Campus Chancellor Dr. Thomas
Connolly. Connolly again welcomed
the audience and then continued on
with a rather short statement, echoing much of Ms. Whitmer’s remarks

 “SPRUANCE”
from FRONT

Possible tenants include Records and
Registration, the Cashier’s Office
(Bursar), Financial Aid, Admissions
and Career Services.
The final decision on who will
occupy the new building should be
made by the end of the semester
and an architectural firm will begin
design work in January. The planning
process may take until June 2008.
Construction on the new administration building could begin as early as
next summer. If this timeline holds,
the new building could be ready by
the fall of 2009.
When asked about classes that
have been relocated due to the loss
of Spruance Hall, Dr. Connolly was
sympathetic to students’ inconvenience. After losing five classrooms
in Spruance Hall the Chancellor said,
“we were able to re-locate all [classes
lost in Spruance] without changing
times…but it’s [been] a hardship on a
lot of people, particularly math classes.” Dr. Connolly mentioned students have found themselves attending math classes everywhere from
the Student Village to the ROTC
building; however, “that should be
resolved with the new College of
Business building coming online [this
Spring],” he said. The new College of
Business building will add nine classrooms to the campus, a net gain of
four new classrooms.
Many students have wondered why
it took more than eight months for
any progress to be made on Spruance
Hall.
“It’s an eye sore, it’s depressing. It’s
the façade of the school and it looks
like a prison, like some bomb went
off,” said Freddy Elorza, a senior in
Aerospace Engineering.
The Chancellor agreed that Spruance
Hall is an eyesore, but legal disputes have delayed any decisions on
its status. The insurance company
responsible for the claim on Spruance
Hall, Zurich, a company based in
Switzerland, sought to enforce a
clause in the claim that called for
repair, not re-building of the structure. According to the Chancellor,
the difference between what Zurich
was offering and what the University
requested was $3 million. As of this
printing, no settlement has been
reached and litigation is ongoing.
Dr. Connolly undertood students
might be confused as to why it
has taken so long for any action
on Spruance Hall. He believes it is
important to remember that it’s only
been nine months since the tornando
struck. After the intitial damage, “I
thought we were out of business,”
the Chancellor said. Since then, Dr.
Connolly said, “it’s been a remarkable recovery.”
Of all the reconstruction efforts
and insurance claims on campus,
Spruance Hall is the only unresolved
claim. Dr. Connolly admitted, “We
could have settled on Spruance sooner, but it would have been at a significant financial loss to the University…
and there probably would have been
an impact on student tuition, too.”

before he passed off the microphone to University President Dr.
John Johnson. Johnson first introduced many of the dignitaries who
were attending the event including
a Daytona Beach councilperson and
two Board of Trustee members. He
continued by mentioning the health
benefits of the facility that then transitioned into comments about the
upcoming Heart-Walk charity event
and Embry-Riddle’s pledge to raise
$25,000. He closed with comments
on how the fitness center is the first
building to be completed from the
new ERAU Master Plan and that
there is many more good things to
come, including the new COB building and a new administration building to replace, the “Plywood Palace”
Spruance Hall.
The last speaker of the event was
Eagle Wellness/Fitness Coordinator
Rachelle Tuttle. Ms. Tuttle seemed
exceptionally excited about the facility and assured the audience that this
facility was top-notch and has the latest in equipment. She explained that
the new fitness center’s bottom floor is
dedicated to locker rooms, brand new
weight machines and free weights all

surrounded by plenty of fancy looking LCD Televisions. The second
floor is dedicated to cardio-vascular
fitness with treadmills, elliptical and
bikes some of which will feature built
in LCD televisions and iPod docking
stations. There is also a large group
fitness room on the second floor that
will host a series of exercise programs each week. Overall, Ms. Tuttle
thoroughly explained the details of
this new facility and impressed all
present who were not already privy to
the buildings planned contents.
After Ms. Tuttle’s last comments, Mrs. Whitmer again took the
stage and brought all the speakers
and a few more up to actually cut the
ribbon. A giant pair of Embry-Riddle
scissors appeared, and to a loud cheer
and a quick snap the building was
officially opened. After the ceremony, all the event attendees filed into
the building to have their first official
look at the impressive new fitness
facility.
Hours for the new facility will be
Monday through Friday 6 a.m. to 10
p.m. and weekends 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
For more information please visit
www.erau-fitness.com
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‘Guitar Hero,’ LAN parties, and shenanigans
Bob Scheid

Chief Copy Editor
Friday, Aug. 31, marked the first
Evening Eagles program, a gathering of students for a bit of fun after
the first week of school.
By 10 p.m., the first rounds of
“Guitar Hero” had already been
played, and a wide circle around
the Tallman TV had been formed.

More people drifted in and out
through the night, switching off
and watching after playing. On the
other side of Tallman, Up Til Dawn
provided some dancing and entertainment early on for the rest of the
onlookers.
Upstairs, a couple of “DDR”
mats had been set up in the
Adams exercise room, and competition on all levels was going
on through the night (sometimes

barely over the din of EaglesFM’s
Mobile Sounds downstairs). Some
offered intense dancing, and other,
not-so-serious dancers eventually resorted to using the worm
to try to up their stats in real life,
since the game was not working in
their favor.
Meanwhile, in the Fountain
Room, an “Unreal Tournament”
LAN party started at 11 and went
a good five hours. Andrew Peng,

a member of the ResNet support
team, remarked about the large
turnout this early in the school year;
most of the time, the first LAN parties hosted by the school are cond
ucted after a few more weeks, to
give everyone a chance to settle in.
At midnight, in what was probably the most popular part of
the night, pancakes, bacon and
fruit were brought out as a midnight breakfast for the partygo-

ers. Throughout the night, door
prizes were given away, including an iPod nano and a “Guitar
Hero” set.
Everyone had fun, and more than
a few expressed their interest in
having another Evening Eagles
event sometime soon. Director of
Student Activities Aaron Clevenger
called the event a success, and
predicts another Evening Eagles
sometime in the future.

Monte Carlo Night

GREG FRECHETTE/AVION

MORE THAN 500 STUDENTS came out to the Monte Carlo Night sponsored by Touch-N-Go and Lamda Chi Alpha on Friday night. Prizes ranged from a portable
DVD player to a case of ramen noodles for those playing the traditional casino games, including Roulette, Craps, Blackjack, and Texas Hold’em.
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Men’s Soccer finishes week at 1-1-2 Women’s soccer
“SOCCER”
from Front

when Adam Bates’ cross found
Ryan Maloney who drilled a side
volley past Viktor Bergstrand for
his first goal of the season.
Litchfield and Yoffe combined
again for the Eagles’ third goal of
the half. Barrett played the ball over
the top to Litchfield who settled it
perfectly with his first touch and
then played a square ball to a wide
open Yoffe in the box. Yoffe’s leftfooted shot beat Restino to make
the score 3-1 heading into the half
time break.
WIU had a much stronger start to
the second half and their hard work
paid off as Nick Weightman took
advantage of a defensive lapse by
the Eagles and pulled the Warriors
within a goal just eight minutes in.

Less than three minutes later,
Barrett chased a ball down and got
it to Peter Masters on the left side.
Masters’ cross found Yoffe right in
front of the net and Yoffe’s sixth
shot of the night put the Eagles up
4-2.
Weightman scored again in the
58th minute to pull the Warriors
back to within a goal, but as was the
case in the first half, the majority of
the second-half offense belonged to
the Eagles who put up 18 shots to
WIU’s five in that frame.
Ren Xun Kwok

Guest Reporter
One hundred and ten minutes of
play saw the Eagles walk away in
a similar 2-2 result to Tuesday’s
game at Flagler.

Early in the game, the Eagles capitalized on a confused and disorganized Seahawks and at the 15-minute mark, No. 16 AJ Barrett’s blazed
down the right flank and scored the
opening goal of the game. After
leaving his marker stranded behind
him, Barrett passed the ball to an
unmarked No. 9, Joe Yoffe, who
calmly tapped in his fourth goal
of the season. The first half ended
with the Eagles in the lead and the
Seahawks still having yet to find
their bearings in the game.
Things however took for a turn
when the referee signaled the start
of the second half. The Seahawks
came out charging at the blow of
the whistle, and at 14 minutes into
the second half, the Eagles defense
was caught off guard. The Eagles
had failed to clear a loose ball that
came of the hands our goalkeeper
and allowed the Seahawks striker
to pounce inside the 6-yard box
and put to ball into the back of the
net and tie the game. Nine minutes
later, while the Eagles were still
reorganizing from the confusion,

the Seahawks struck again with
a well-placed shot, leaving No. 1
Viktor Bergstrand with no chance.
All was not lost for the Eagles,
for at the sixty-eighth minute, the
Seahawks saw red when Joonas
Siikala received his second yellow
card of the game and had to leave
the field. The Eagles supporters
began to cheer on our team with
loud chants of “Let’s go, Eagles!”
This spurred on the team and at the
seventy-eighth minute, goal scorer
turned creator, Yoffe slid in a welltimed pass that saw No. 8 Matthias
Klatt beat the offside trap. With only
the Seahawks goalkeeper between
him and the back of the net, Klatt
held his cool despite the onrushing
Lundgren and skillfully chipped the
ball over Lundgren’s outstretched
arms into the back of the net.
The game went into 20 minutes
of overtime, with the Eagles creating a handful of good chances but
unable to find the winning touch.
The Eagles will be in action again
Saturday, Sept. 15 at 7 p.m. at the
Embry-Riddle soccer stadium.

X-Country fresh.
sets pace at Fla. Tech
“X-Country”
from Front

Webber International, took ninth
place.
ERAU will return to action
on Saturday at the Florida Tech
Invitational, a meet where both the
2006 men's and women's teams
placed first. The race begins at 7:30
a.m.

REN XUN KWOK/AVION

A.J. BARRET FIGHTS OFF a Northwood defender in the Eagles’ 2-2
draw against the Seahawks. Joe Yoffe continued his excellent form,
adding adding a goal and an assist to his team-leading tallies.
Advertisement

MELBOURNE, Fla. - Freshman
Cody Hill recorded the second fastest time in Embry-Riddle history
on Saturday in his rookie debut at
the Florida Tech Invitational, on
September 8, racing in to a second
place finish in 25:59 as the Eagle
men's and women's teams both took
first place, with all team points
being earned off finishes in the top
ten.
Hill was the second male in ERAU

cross country history to log a time
under 26 minutes. He was followed
by his teammates who came in
straight places third through seventh
as well as ninth and tenth. Russell
Snyder crossed the finish line second for the Eagles at 26:20, and 17
seconds later Jason Minor finished.
Jarrett Woodbury placed fourth with
a time of 26:47 and the final point
bearer for ERAU was Alex Green
in a 27:11. Chris Chidgey, Richard
Dudney and Greg Leonard rounded
out the top finishers for EmbryRiddle coming in at 27:15, 27:27
and 27:39, respectively. Dudney's
time was charted at three minutes
faster than his top time in 2006.
The women's cross country team
opened their season at FIT, today,
with five runners all placing in the
top ten. Alex Salinas led the Eagles
placing second overall, marking
a time of 19:46 followed shortly
by Noelle Niblack. She finished
just five seconds behind Salinas
in third place. Rounding out the
ERAU squad was Lori Costello in
fifth (20:15), Francesca Martino
in eighth (21:05) and Jen Haydt in
ninth (21:25). Costello and Martino
collected their career best times.
The Eagles will return to competition on Friday, September 14 at the
Tampa Invitational.

takes home first
two wins
Press Release

ERAU Sports Info.
HATTIESBURG, Miss. - The
ground was wet and the sky was
dark but the conditions were perfect
for the Embry-Riddle women's soccer team's first win of 2007. Embryriddle faced Lambuth Saturday
night at the William Carey Soccer
Complex and left victorious 6-0.
After 18 minutes of play, the
referees cleared the field after lightning in the area. After the delay, the
skies opened and poured down on
the field, making for sloppy conditions. The Eagles adjusted well, setting the pace of the game with their
stingy defense and team speed.
Speed was a factor in the first
goal of the night, scored by freshman Elina Johansson in the 42nd
minute. With the ball deep into
Lambuth territory, sophomore
Kristen Phelps passed the ball to
sophomore Chloe Cowart, who
dribbled towards the goal. The ball
quickly moved to Johansson after
a pass from Cowart and Johansson
then sent into the bottom left of the
goal, making the score 1-0 in favor
of the Eagles.
The ball visited the same corner
of the net just over two minutes
later, delivered by the same Eagle.
Phelps sent a pass to Johansson
right in front of the Lambuth goalie
Alicia McPherson. The keeper dove
to protect the pass but it got past
her and Johansson sent it into the
net for her second goal of the night
with just 14 seconds left in the first
half, putting ERAU up 2-0 at the
half.
Johansson scored her third goal
of the night 10:58 into the second
half off of a corner kick from senior
Valerie Rogers, putting the Eagles
up 3-0 and compiling her first collegiate hat trick.
The scoring continued for
Johansson after a long cross serve
from Phelps with 28:02 left on the
clock.
The ball hit the back of the net
once more after an ERAU shot
when Phelps knocked a pass from
Johansson into the net with 7:06 left
on the clock.
Johansson continued her scoring
ways with 1:02 left on the clock,
scoring her fifth goal of the night
and putting the Eagles score up to
6-0.
Junior Brelyn Bingham notched
the shutout in goal with help from

defenders junior Dena Rozalsky and
sophomore Mandy Drummond.
The victory was the first win
for Head Coach Samantha Baggett
and Assistant Lyndsey Patterson at
ERAU.

ST. AUGUSTINE, Fla. - Add
another one to the long list of
Embry-Riddle and Flagler soccer
games to remember. ERAU and
FC's women's soccer teams battled
into overtime Wednesday night at
Saints Stadium with the Eagles
coming out on top, 2-1.
ERAU (2-3) left victorious after
a battle in the Flagler (3-1) goalie
box during the 96th minute. After
a scrum, Flagler's Tiffany Urquhart
mistakenly knocked the ball into
the net, resulting in an own goal and
sealing the victory for the Eagles in
the first overtime.
Embry-Riddle attempted 13 shots,
seven of which were on goal, with
Flagler goalie Hope McArthur making six saves on the night. Junior
goalie Brelyn Bingham had one
save in goal for the Eagles while
senior goalie Stephanie Taylor
notched the win.
Extra time was necessary after
90 mintues of non-stop play by
both teams, resulting in a 1-1 tie
after two halves. Both goals during regulation occurred during the
first half.
After 40 scoreless minutes of
play, ERAU got on the board after a
penalty kick taken by freshman forward Elina Johansson. Johansson
faked a hard kick to the left but
instead tapped it in towards the
right. It was Johansson's 10th goal
of the season.
Flagler answered back with 3:13
left on the clock with a goal from
Annika Hogberg, leaving the game
tied at 1-1 for the remainder of
regulation.
The game was scrappy and
the air was filled with whistles due to the 31 fouls called
in the game, 21 of which were
committed by Flagler. Junior
defender Dena Rozalsky anchored
the backline for the Eagles, halting
offensive attacks by the Saints and
helping ERAU to victory with tenacious defense.
The Eagles head to Rollins next
Wednesday at 7 p.m., looking to hit
the .500 mark before a two-game
stint in Savannah, Ga. the following
weekend.

Volleyball stays above
.500 after loss to Webber
Press Release

ERAU Sports Info.
BABSON PARK, Fla. - The
Embry-Riddle Eagles (4-3, 1-1
FSC) volleyball team suffered their
first conference loss to the Webber
International Warriors (11-1, 2-0
FSC), 3-1, on Saturday, September
8.
ERAU took an early lead in game
one, 9-5, but were not able to hold
it as WIU's Cindy Eurie's hot hand
at the service line and on attacking,
bringing her team to within two at
19-17. When the ball was returned

to behind the ERAU service line,
Marissa Gonzales took charge, putting the Eagles in a comfortable lead
at 21-17. Webber took a time out, but
it just gave the Eagles more momentum as ERAU went up 24-18 with a
huge block by Rebecca Heller and
Corey Dobridnia to lead the team to
victory, final score 30-26.
Webber topped ERAU in games
two and three (30-26, 30-25). The
Eagles tried to keep the momentum
alive in game four, going down
early 7-1. The Eagles battled back
trying to cut down the home teams'
momentum. The Warriors were facing a game-point situation, 29-17 as

freshman Alana Martinez serves and
blocks by junior Corey Dobridnia
put the team within nine. The game
was ended on an attack error charged
to the Eagles, giving ERAU their
first conference loss of 2007.
The Eagles top players were senior
Janelle Marinos with 14 kills, 13
digs and two service aces; Gonzales
marked 38 assists and two aces and
kills; Savannah Trakes with 10 kills
and 10 digs; and Jenni Nelsen with
four aces.
Embry-Riddle returns to action
on Friday, September 14 against
Florida Memorial University at 7
p.m.

GREG FRECHETTE/AVION

THE VOLLEYBALL TEAM HAS started the season off strong, with their loss to Webber their only major
hiccup. The team also swept the first set of Florida Sun Conference Players of the Week. Jenn Meglic
took the top honors while Marissa Gonzales and Bridget Kirckof took ho
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Revived al-Qaida proves an elusive foe
Craig Whitlock

The Washington Post

wave of car bombings and assassination attempts that the Saudi government has only recently brought under
control.
From hideouts in Pakistan, according to court testimony and interviews,
bin Laden’s deputies ordered attacks
on a Tunisian synagogue in 2002, a
British consulate and bank in Istanbul

in 2003, and the London transit system in 2005.
U.S intelligence officials also
blame the al-Qaida brain trust for
orchestrating dozens of other failed
plots, including a plan to blow
up transatlantic flights from Britain
in August 2006.
“All this business about them being
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After the U.S.-led invasion of
Afghanistan in late 2001, al-Qaida’s
core framework was badly damaged
by military strikes and arrests. Most
of those captured or killed were
tracked down in Pakistan between
March 2002 and April 2006.
None has been apprehended
since then.

TAJIKISTAN

KA

loosely affiliated regional networks.
Bombings in Europe and the Middle
East were blamed on homegrown
cells of militants, operating independently of bin Laden.
On June 24, 2003, President Bush
declared al-Qaida’s leadership largely
defunct. At a Camp David summit,
Bush praised Pakistan’s Gen. Pervez
Musharraf, crediting his country with
apprehending more than 500 members of al-Qaida and the Taliban.
“Thanks to President Musharraf’s
leadership, on the al-Qaida front
we’ve dismantled the chief operators,” Bush said. Although bin Laden
was still at large, his lieutenants were
“no longer a threat to the United
States or Pakistan,” Bush added.
Six months later, Musharraf was
nearly killed in an assassination
attempt by al-Qaida operatives. Shortly
afterward, a group of al-Qaida leaders
held a summit of their own in the
Pakistani region of Waziristan, where
they plotted fresh attacks thousands
of miles away in Britain, including
targets in London and financial institutions in the United States, according
to Pakistani officials.
Many U.S., Pakistani and European
intelligence officials now agree that
al-Qaida’s ability to launch operations
around the globe did not diminish
after the invasion of Afghanistan as
much as previously thought. Further
investigation has shown, for example,
that al-Qaida’s leadership, with bin
Laden’s direct blessing, made the
decision to activate sleeper cells in
Saudi Arabia in 2003, prompting a

d

When Osama bin Laden resurfaced
Friday in a 26-minute videotaped
speech, his most important message
was one left unsaid: We have survived.
The last time bin Laden showed
his face to the world was three
years ago, in October 2004. Since
then, al-Qaida’s core leadership —
dubbed al-Qaida Central by intelligence analysts — has grown stronger,
rebuilding the organizational framework that was badly damaged after
the U.S.-led invasion of Afghanistan,
according to counterterrorism officials in Pakistan, the United States
and Europe.
It has accomplished this revival, the
officials said in interviews, by drawing on lessons learned during 15 years
of failed campaigns to destroy it. In
that period, bin Laden and his followers have outfoxed powerful enemies
from the Soviet army to the Saudi
royal family to the CIA.
Dodging the U.S. military in
Afghanistan after the Sept. 11, 2001,
attacks, al-Qaida Central reconstituted itself across the Pakistani border, returning to the rugged tribal
areas surrounding the organization’s
birthplace, the dusty frontier city
of Peshawar. In the first few years,
Pakistani and U.S. authorities captured many senior leaders; in the past
18 months, no major figure has been
killed or caught in Pakistan.

Al-Qaida Central moved quickly to
overcome extensive leadership losses by promoting loyalists who had
served alongside bin Laden for years.
It restarted fund-raising, recruiting and
training. And it expanded its media
arm into perhaps the most effective
propaganda machine ever assembled
by a terrorist or insurgent network.
Today, al-Qaida operates much the
way it did before 2001. The network
is governed by a shura, or leadership council, that meets regularly and
reports to bin Laden, who continues
to approve some major decisions,
according to a senior U.S. intelligence
official. About 200 people belong to
the core group and many receive
regular salaries, another senior U.S.
intelligence official said.
“They do appear to meet with a
frequency that enables them to act as
an organization and not just as a loose
bunch of guys,” the second official
said.
Operatives are organized into cells
with separate missions, such as fundraising or logistics, and may know the
identities of only a few individuals
in their circle to prevent infiltration,
Pakistani officials said. Most leaders
are based in Pakistan, although many
travel to Afghanistan and occasionally
farther afield, to Iraq, Turkey, Iran, the
Caucasus region and North Africa.
Counterterrorism officials were
slow to grasp the resurrection of alQaida Central. For years, many U.S.
and European intelligence officials
characterized it as a spent force,
limited to providing inspiration for
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isolated or cut off is whistling past
the graveyard,” said Michael Scheuer,
a former CIA analyst who led the
agency’s unit assigned to track
bin Laden. “We’re looking at an
organization that is extraordinarily
adept at succession planning. They
were built to survive, like the Afghans
were against the Russians.”
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NOTE: Core members killed or
captured elsewhere:
Muhammad Atef, killed in
Afghanistan missile strike in 2001.
Ibn al-Sheikh al-Libi, captured in
Afghanistan in 2002.
Abd al-Rahim al-Nashiri, captured in
United Arab Emirates in 2002.

11. Mustafa
Setmarian Nasar
12. Hamza Rabia

13. Muhsin Musa
Matwalli Atwah

July 2004

Killed September
2004 in gun
battle

May 2005
November 2005

Killed December
2005 in U.S.
missile strike
Killed April 2006

BY GENE THORP AND DITA SMITH — THE WASHINGTON POST

U.S. Congress votes to overhaul student loans
Nicole Gaouette

Los Angeles Times

Congress on Friday approved the
largest overhaul of education funding
in 60 years, slashing subsidies to lenders by $20.9 billion over five years
and redirecting the funds to boost
financial aid to students and reduce
interest payments on their loans.
The bill would offer debt forgiveness for students who enter certain public sector jobs and invest
$510 million in minority colleges. It would have particular mea
ning in California, which has more
recipients of low-income student
grants than any other state. The bill’s
increases in those Pell Grants are
expected to benefit roughly 5.5 mil-

lion needy students nationwide.
Democrats hailed the legislation,
describing it as the largest college aid
package since the 1944 GI Bill and a
boon to families at a time of skyrocketing college costs. But lenders warned
that the bill would drive smaller financiers out of business, leaving students
with fewer and less attractive loan
options. And Republicans claimed
that it would burden taxpayers with
costly new entitlement programs.
Despite GOP opposition, President
Bush indicated Thursday that he
would rescind an earlier threat to veto
the bill and sign it into law.
Passage of the College Cost
Reduction and Access Act comes at a
time when college costs have soared
nearly 40 percent in the past five
years. It also coincides with increased

scrutiny of the $85 billion studentloan industry, which has been shaken
by recent scandals involving conflicts of interest among lenders and
school officials, as well as kickback
schemes.
Democrats campaigning to retake
control of Congress in January focused
on the issue, with House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., declaring that
cutting student loan interest rates in
half would be one of her party’s top
priorities.
On Friday, one of the bill’s sponsors, Rep. George Miller, D-Calif.,
described the bill’s passage as a victory for middle-class families. “This
bill takes extraordinary steps to bring
urgently needed financial relief to students and families who are working
very hard to pay for college,” he said.

Asteroid collision doomed
dinosaurs, researchers say
John Johnson Jr.

Los Angeles Times
A game of asteroid billiards might
have set in motion the chain of
events that wiped out the dinosaurs
65 million years ago, a team of
researchers announced this week.
According to the American-Czech
team, the giant rock that hit Earth
was probably a fragment from a collision in the asteroid belt about 100
million years earlier.
The researchers -- William Bottke
and David Nesvorny of Southwest
Research Institute in Colorado
and David Vokrouhlicky of Charles
University in Prague -- used computer models to determine that the process started with a collision between
the 102-mile-wide asteroid named
Baptistina and a smaller companion.

The collision created the Baptistina
asteroid family, thousands of smaller rocks more than a mile across,

DON DAVIS/NASA

according to the research published
Thursday in the journal Nature.
As the fragments spread, some
drifted onto a superhighway in space
that allowed them to escape the asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter.

The leading Republican on the
House Budget Committee, Rep. Paul
D. Ryan of Wisconsin, said Democrats
were not being upfront about the bill’s
cost to taxpayers.
“This is a cynical attempt to make
good on a campaign promise,” Ryan
said, predicting the interest rate cuts,
now temporary, would be extended. If
that happens, Ryan said, over 10 years
“We’ll see another 20 to $30 billion
blow out the door.”
Gabriel Pendas, president of the
United States Student Association ,
a group that represents 1.3 million
students, called the bill a “good first
effort.” Pendas, who graduated last
year from Florida State University
with a degree in physics and $45,000
in debt that he expects to “be paying
my whole life,” said Congress needs

to tackle the underlying problem: rising tuition. “A lot of folks are being
priced out of college,” he said.
The bill would halve interest rates
for students starting July 1, from a
current 6.8 percent to 3.4 percent
phased in over four years. Those rates
reverse an increase that the previous
Republican-led Congress allowed as a
way to fund tax cuts. The lower rates
would expire after five years unless
Congress renews them.
At the beginning of the 2008-2009
academic year, the bill would begin
increasing the maximum Pell Grant
from $4,300 to $5,400 by 2012. In
the 2005-2006 school year, 584,580
California students received those
grants.
Students with direct loans from the
government would receive debt for-

giveness after 10 years of work in certain public sectors, including emergency first-responders, nurses, firefighters, prosecutors, early childhood educators and librarians. That provision
takes effect July 1. Undergraduates
who commit to teaching in high-need
public schools would receive upfront
tuition assistance of $4,000 a year, to
as much as $16,000, starting from the
2008-2009 academic year.
From July 1, 2009, onward, the
bill would cap students’ monthly
federal loan repayments to 15 percent of what the government determines to be their discretionary income.
It would also funnel $285 million
toward Upward Bound, a program
that prepares needy students, or those
whose parents did not receive higher
education, to go to college.

Pot dealer, dazed and
confused, calls police

About two percent of the escapees went on to hit Earth, while
others pummeled the moon,
the researchers said.
One fragment created the 108-milewide Chicxulub crater on Mexico’s
Yucatan peninsula. Scientists
think the impact filled the atmosphere with soot and smoke
for years, causing a widespread
die-out of life, including the dinosaurs that had ruled Earth for millions of years.
Another fragment is thought
to have created the 50-mile-wide
Tycho crater on the moon.
“We are in the tail end of this
shower now,” Bottke said. “Our
simulations suggest that about 20
percent of the present-day, nearEarth asteroid population can
be traced back to the Baptistina
family.”

Steve Chawkins

Los Angeles Times

Even in a city famed for its
liberal policies on marijuana,
police in Santa Cruz, Calif., had to
wonder what a robbery victim must
have been smoking before he
called them this week.
A 20-year-old resident of nearby Felton, he complained that
two men pointed a gun through
the window of his parked car
and made off with four ounces of
marijuana that happened to besitting in his lap.
At first, he claimed it was for
medicinal use only, according to
police.
“His initial line of defense was
to present us with a medical marijuana card, which -- no surprise

Advertisement

-- does not allow you to sell
marijuana on the street,” police
spokesman Zach Friend said .
Later, the shaken young man

“

It’s...rare to have
people dealing
drugs call us when
they’re ripped off.
-ZACH FRIEND

”

said the marijuana belonged
to a buddy. Under additional questioning, he admitted
that the men who accosted him
Tuesday night were prospective

customers, who evidently had a
fundamentally different concept
of the transaction at hand, police
said.
“At one point he said he
regretted
calling
us,
and
I’m sure he did,” Friend said.
“It’s quite rare to have people
dealing drugs call us when they’re
ripped off.”
Police are seeking the pair on
suspicion of armed robbery.
They took no action against
the frustrated dealer, who had
no criminal record and no
drugs any longer in his poss
ession. Officials said they did not
identify him because of his status
as a victim.
“The greater priority for
usis in dealing with a ro
bbery committed with a handgun,” Friend said.
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Student contests drinking and flying

Elevator problems

As an upperclassman of this school,
I have noticed several things over the
years that I don’t understand completely. Certain things are due to a
normal collegiate environment, like
plaid shorts and skirts that should
be considered underwear instead of
clothing, or the way you have to
visit four and five buildings just to
register for one class. Others, as in
this case, specifically apply to the
Embry-Riddle environment and our
industry.
I will just start with one today,
pilots. Congratulations to all of you
who have managed to receive your
Private Pilot’s license, hooray for
you, you can drive a plane. You spend
your days in the air, and your nights
in the bar. You take MA 112 as the
highest math class of your college
career and consider this to be a feat.
Again, congratulations on being able
to balance your checkbook.
I find it fascinating that so early
in life, one person would waste a
considerable amount of money learning how to push buttons and move

The 12 elevators on campus
are one of the most heavily used
pieces of equipment here on campus used by both faculty and staff.
Eight of these 12 elevators are
located within residence halls on
campus help those with disabilities, sports injuries or just being
plain tired at the end of the day.
For the 45 percent of the student
population that lives on campus,
most of them come in contact with
these elevators on their way back
to their rooms each day.
The elevators in our Residence
Halls have a wide range of concerns. Seven of the eight elevators on campus expired on Aug.
1 operating for 36 days until the
certificate was replaced this past
week. “Does a piece of paper
make an elevator safe?” commented an anonymous Resident
Advisor.
The quality and the issues facing the elevators are on a wide
range. The elevators in the best

levers, and oh I might have forgotten,
the ability to competently speak on a
radio. Especially because once you
graduate you will be spending your
time doing the same thing! I don’t
know what is more unnerving, the
fact that I am having a robot control
my four hour flight, or that a person
is getting paid to sit in a cockpit and
push a button that says “TAKEOFF.”
It might sound like I have a huge
problem with pilots, in reality, I am
sure that most of them are good
people with good intentions. I respect
the ability to be coordinated enough
to move your feet for rudder pedals,
steer the yoke, and look with your
eyes out into the sky, and process all
of the above information. Even more
respect for all the instructor pilots
out there who are patient and strong
enough to actually teach these skills
and not kill some of these people by
throwing them out the window.
I wonder sometimes what the process of thinking is for certain pilots.
I would assume that most people at
this point in life have heard the nega-

Student Forum

tive effects of drinking on the body,
including those on the brain. Why
would you pay to have an education
with the Embry-Riddle name and
then potentially ruin it with a night
of boozing. Can we honestly say
that one night is worth your life and
career?
Maybe this is due to the already
reduced number of brain cells that a
pilot may potentially start with? Or
due to that there actually is a certain
amount of risk involved in the job
and that causes the drinking? I’m
not really sure, as I am sure you can
probably tell. I suppose that once you
become the captain of a 787 and all
you are required to do is push “GO,”
those brain cells might not be so necessary anyway.
In essence, why not do the rest
of the Riddle community a favor,
and put off the drinking until you
either find a different job or at least
leave the school? None of us should
need to endure a tarnished reputation due to certain people’s inability
to control their self-indulging and

destructive behavior. Our pilots are
one of the most visible portions of the
school. So please, if you are going to
drink, make sure that you aren’t stepping into one of our Cessnas anytime
soon.
In reality, I always wanted to be a
pilot, I know, it sounds shocking in
the context of the article, but I really
wanted to be able to have the ultimate
freedom that flying can provide. You
are, in a sense, defying gravity-well
at least in accordance with the laws
of physics. I’m sure that that feeling
is unlike any other.
So the moral of the story? Take
PRIDE in the fact that you are a pilot
instead of trying to destroy a reputation of a highly regarded industry
and group of people. Realize that in
the days of Galileo and physicists
like Newton, the reality of flying
purely wasn’t one. Respect yourself
for being a pilot, but remember that
you would not have a job without
the public, so please don’t kill us, by
drinking and flying.
~ Name Withheld

condition are those in Adams Hall
and Doolittle. Many expected
the brand new talking elevator
in Apollo Hall to be in the best
condition this year, but as it turned
out the elevator faces shut downs
almost daily. However, the largest
risk lies for anyone who uses the
O’Connor elevators, also referred
to by students as the “Death Trap.”
The elevators often decide to open
their doors before they come to
a stop at floor level. Each elevator shutters when moving up and
down the floors as well as taking
unreasonable amounts of time to
close its doors at ground level. I
understand that housing is working hard to fix all the problems
in Apollo and deal with general
housing issues. But if this has been
a problem for years now, why are
they waiting for something to happen? Is housing just like the FAA,
where they wait for an accident to
happen before a change occurs?
~ Name Withheld

The Avion asks: “What do you think of the new parking layout?”
-Compiled by Erin Roberts and Marcus Nealley

Daniel Lorusso
Sophomore
Aeronautical Science

Lauren Peterson
Freshman
Aerospace Engineering

Adam Naids
Freshman
Aerospace Engineering

Spencer Conklin
Senior
Aeronautical Science

Brittany Caroselli
Senior
Meteorology

Will Siegler
Junior
Aerospace Engineering

“I think it has improved.”

“Doolittle parking is good.
The parking for McKay,
Adams and Wood isn’t
placed properly.”

“Doolittle parking should be
in front of Doolittle. It’s a
pain.”

“I haven’t had a problem
finding a spot yet.”

“It is a lot better. It accommodates more cars and
people.”

“It doesn’t matter to me
because I don’t drive.”
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CEO: Premier network Need class help?
Contact Disabilities
Caitlin Whalen
CEO

students start their businesses. In
doing that, we help with business
plan, the essential ingredient to
starting any business. The students with business ideas are able
to compete at competitions when
they have a fairly complete business idea.
The favorite competition is the
elevator pitch held at the CEO
Conference in Chicago, Ill. Last
year, Jordan Clancy, an EmbryRiddle student, won the competition. The elevator pitch is comprised
of two rounds. The premise of this
competition is that you are in an
elevator with someone like Donald
Trump, and you only have the time
you are in the elevator to pitch an
idea for a business to him. The first
round allows the participant 90 sec-

onds to fully explain his or her business plan.
If the participant
makes it to the second round,
he or she has 120 seconds to
explain the plan. This round is
done in front of all the conference
participants.
This November, we will once
again will be going to Chicago in
hopes that more of our students
can succeed in the elevator pitch
competition. We plan to make
many changes to the structure of
the club this year that will allow
us to better prepare our students
for success in the business world.
If you are interested in joining
or have questions, contact Professor Fedorovich at
fedorovi@erau.edu or come visit
us at the student activities fair.

“The Collegiate Entrepreneurs'
Organization (CEO) is the premier
student entrepreneurship network
with a goal of serving more than
500 colleges and universities. The
CEO mission is ‘to inform, support,
and inspire college students to be
entrepreneurial and seek opportunity through enterprise creation.”
CEO is the only entrepreneurship
student organization with campus
clubs that have a sole focus on supporting student member entrepreneurship aspirations at the graduate, undergraduate, and community
college levels” (CEO Newsletter,
Summer 2007).
Essentially,
CEO is an
organization
that
strives
for its members to excel
in the business
world.
Our
members range
from having a
general knowledge of business to working on a master’s degree to
having already
started numerous businesses.
This range is
what allows
us to succeed.
We learn from
one
another
developing our
skills. Many
of the students
involved have
ideas for future
PHOTO COURTESY OF COLLEGIATE ENTREPRENEURS’ ORGANIZATION
businesses,
and one of our 2006 CEO CONFERENCE: CHICAGO, Ill. competition to pitch business ideas. ERAU
main activities student Jordan Clancy won the comptetion last year. Left to Right: Jordan Clancy, Caitlin
is helping those Whalen, Dave Danzeisen,Kevin Arndt, Professor Fedorovich, Jamal Abuzant.

Even more Army Strong
Another year of
Army excellence
Jason Antanovich
Army ROTC.

As the 2007 school year begins,
the Army ROTC program starts the
year off stronger than ever. Whether
it is the record setting freshman
class or one of the largest battalions in years, the program is
undoubtedly alive and well. In
the past four years the students of
Embry-Riddle have continued to
fill the ranks of the Eagle Battalion,
which has gained recognition
from the highest levels of Cadet
Command.
This year we are pleased to welcome our largest freshmen class,
which consists of more than 40 full

tuition scholarship cadets. These
young men and women have shown
the desire to become the future leaders in the United States Army. As
Maj. Gen. Winfield wrote in a letter
to Dr. Johnson, “this achievement
provides a superb reflection of the
support Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University provides to the Army
ROTC program.”
Also this year, the Army ROTC
is pleased to welcome back Lt.
Col. Mike Schaefer who is returning for his fourth year as Professor
of Military Science. As the PMS,
Lt. Col. Schaefer has trained hundreds of cadets that have gone
on to become the next generation of Army Officers in every
branch of the army. This past spring,
he was awarded the Army Commendation Medal for his performance as PMS. The award is presented annually to the top professor in the entire ROTC contingent.
Simply put, he was selected as the

No. 1 PMS in the country out of
over 240 Universities.
If you have any questions concerning the program and scholarship
opportunities,
please
see Lt. Antanovich at the front
desk of the Army ROTC department.
Quick Facts:
• Scholarships awarded cover full
tuition and fees
• Scholarships awarded throughout the school year
• Book stipend of $450 per
semester
• Monthly stipend of $350 to
$500 per month (grade dependant)
• Summer training schools
• Airborne, Air Assault, Mou
ntain Warfare, Northern Warfare,
Helicopter
Flight
Training
Program,
Email – armyrotc@erau.edu
Ext. 6470

Ensuring equal
access for all
students
Vanessa Lloyd

Disability Support Services
In order to ensure equal access for
students with disabilities, the Office
of Disability Support Services (DSS)
is guided by section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and Title
III of the Americans with Disabilities
Act of 1990. We believe that all students transitioning from high school
or the work force, to college life, go
through a series of adjustments. Our
role is to help facilitate these transitions, promote effective student
participation, academic persistence
and personal development, while
supporting academic integrity.
The DSS staff forms a partnership with each individual student

in order to examine career and personal goals, identify and reduce barriers and collaborate with faculty
and staff to adapt the living/learning
environment so that students’ opportunities for achievement may be
equalized. Because the support of
students with disabilities is a shared
endeavor, the DSS provider, when
indicated, will collaborate with faculty and staff of other departments to
identify resources, examine and clarify academic issues and strategize
approaches that deliver optimum
student service. In such cases, the
DSS provider will obtain a release
from the student only, so that communication may occur on a limited/
need-to-know basis. Examples of
issues that may require collaborative
efforts include but are not limited to
the following:
• Accommodative Housing
• Environmental Modifications
• Interpreter Services
•Academic
Content/Integrity
Concerns
•Assistive/Adaptive Technology
Requirements

• Testing Modifications
For any and all services obtained
from our offices, we must have proper documentation from a licensed
professional on file in our office. If
documentation is unavailable, we
would be happy to refer you to one
of our preferred providers.
There is an opportunity to become
educated on what a disability is and
is not, as well as learn about the vast
array of disabilities and “hidden”
disabilities.
You may visit our office: Wellness
Center - Bldg. 20 – West Entrance;
in addition, you may also visit
our website at www.erau.edu and
click on the link Disability Support
Services under Student Links.
To speak with someone in our
office please dial, (386) 226-7916,
and we will be more than happy to
assist you.
Our Staff:
Vanessa Lloyd, Director
Sabrina R. David, Adaptive
Technology Specialist
De’Angelo McCoy,Administrative
Coordinator

Dean of Students office
welcomes everyone
Sonja Taylor

Dean of Students
Most students go about their business without much notice of the
Dean of Students office. Some students may even think it’s only a
place to go when you get in trouble.
The Dean of Students office provides a wide variety of services for
all students and we are here to help.
The most important function of
the Dean’s office is to advocate
for students, provide guidance and
accurate information to help with
university and community problems

or personal issues. The Dean of
Students office also makes referrals to local and campus agencies
for further assistance. Student advocacy is a delicate balance. Students
are encouraged to take responsibility and deal with personal issues
on their own. The Dean’s office can,
however, provide guidance, information and advise to help students
make wise decisions. Examples
of such issues include roommate conflicts, grade discrepancies,
or a missed class or deadline due to
an illness.
New programs and initiatives often
begin from an idea a student or group

of students may have. The Dean
of Students office works with the
Student Government Association to
listen to student feedback. Working
together we can make our campus a
better place to live and work.
The Dean of Students office wants
ALL students to feel welcome, safe
and comfortable on campus. We support and value all students regardless of race, ethnicity, sex, sexual orientation, or religion. We celebrate our uniqueness. We celebrate
what we all have in common, our
love of learning and aviation. The
Dean of Students office is here for
you.

Behind the advisory board
For business
students by
business students
Dr. Bert J. Zarb

College of Business
The function of the College of
Business Student Advisory Board
is to serve as the eyes and ears of
the business student body in order
to enhance the effectiveness of
the College, attract students to the
College, and continue to foster the
cooperation between business faculty and students. It is run by business students for business students
and is under the guidance of faculty members and the Advisement
Counselor. Appointment to the
Student Advisory Board is based
on scholarship and the willing-

ness to serve fellow students and
the University.
During a regular semester, the
Student Advisory Board organizes various activities that include
alumni as well as current business
students. Some of these activities include fora in which alumni
serve as panelists on a variety
of topics, such as employment
strategies, what employers look
for when interviewing a typical
ERAU College of Business graduate, and other topics of current
interest. Some of these activities
take place in conjunction with
the annual visit of the Industry
Advisory Board of the College.
That board is composed of executives hailing from the aviation/
aerospace and other industries,
some of whom are alumni.
Frequently,
the
Student
Advisory Board organizes surveys
of business students in order to
get feedback on a variety of issues
that affect business students and

their perception of the College of
Business. These surveys help the
College address issues of concern
brought up by students and the
steps to be taken to rectify any
concerns with a view to improving student success and retention.
The Student Advisory Board,
in conjunction with the Student
Government
Association
and the University’s Career
Services,
organizes
infor
mational evenings entitled
“Be Prepared for the Future.”
During these informational
meetings representatives from
Career Services as well as guests
from industry address students
in how to write a resume, conduct themselves during a job
interview, dress for success, prepare for an interview, and other
useful information that will
help students prepare for their
future careers. These activities are
open to all College of Business
students.

SC-Where do you belong?
True friendship,
equal justice, and
learning
Tyler Grinnell
Sigma Chi

Sigma Chi is a brotherhood with
roots in the collegiate experience
that engenders a lifelong commitment to strive to achieve true friendship, equal justice and the fulfillment of learning as part of our overall responsibilities to the broader
communities in which we live.
We achieve these ideals through
leadership and the practice of character qualities embodied in our
Ritual, and continuously reaffirm
our purpose through the observance
of Sigma Chi’s Governing Laws
and through adherence to the decisions of our legislative assemblies,
which empower and direct our leadership.
In addition to its 217 undergraduate chapters and 145 alumni chapters, Sigma Chi is comprised of
four operational entities: the Sigma
Chi Fraternity, the Sigma Chi
Foundation, the Risk Management
Foundation and Constantine Capital
Inc.
We don’t stop at just a year, we

don’t stop at just a semester…in fact
this summer, an Eta Iota Chapter
Brother, John Gagne, biked across
America from the Pacific Ocean to
the Atlantic. He raised over $20,000
for the Huntsman Cancer Institute.
If we do such as an undergraduate,
only our dreams can surpass our

abilities beyond our college year.
Live for the present, hope for the
future.
Sigma Chi- Where do you belong?
The choice is yours… The Brothers
of The Eta Iota Chapter of Sigma
Chi wish the Gamma Eta Pledge
Class good luck!
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Come get involved in SGA
Pablo Alvarez

Student Representative
Have you ever wanted to be a
part of the Student Representative
Board? Or, maybe you have really wanted to do something for
your school and leave your mark
behind as you graduate from college. Have you ever had a good
idea that you believe could not
only benefit the students but the
school as a whole? If so, your
Student Government Association
would like to invite you to be an
At-Large member.
What is an At-Large member,
you ask? An At-Large member is
a new idea that the Student Rep
Board has created to make good
use of the students who are not a
part of the Student Rep Board but
have a passion to help change the
university they’re attending. In
essence, you are being a Student
Representative but without voting
privileges, since this only applies
to Student Representatives, voted

in by the student body. Yet, this
should be a minute detail, since
there is more to being a Student
Representative than just voting.
There are many things you can
do as an At-Large member. We
have many committees such as the
Progress Committee which works
on making changes around your
campus. Current projects include
improving the variety of food
available on campus and making a
bike lane on Clyde Morris, among
others. Another committee you
may be interested in participating
in is the Environmental Awareness
Committee, which is working on
ideas such as recycling on campus
and adopting a highway which they
maintain on a continuous basis. Or
maybe you have some helpful tips
to improve help the financial aid
office in their service to the students. If this is the case, then the
Financial Aid Committee may be
your thing.
Your representatives are also
involved in other committees’ such
as the Constitution Committee,

Safe Ride Committee and the Flight
Line Satisfaction Committee. No
matter what committee a Rep
Board member is participating in,
all the committees have one main
goal, which is to improve a certain
area on campus or the city for the
good of the students. This here is
all the requirements needed to be
an At-Large member.
As your representatives, we do
our very best to improve these
areas on our campus. However, we
strongly believe that the more students we have helping in improving our campus, the more ideas we
can get and the better decisions
we can make to ensure the best
for all of us. Just because you
are not an elected member of the
Student Rep Board doesn’t mean
that you can’t be that individual
that makes a change within your
college. Come, bring your new
ideas and be that someone who
makes a difference. Come and
be an At-Large member. Stop in
our office and find out how to get
involved in student government.

Kavita
Patel

Elizabeth
Seaman

Paul
Zigler
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Seats for first commercial A380 go on sale
But you’ll
have to turn
to eBay to
purchase
Matt Smith

Staff Reporter
Singapore Airlines recently
announced that the seats for the
first commercial flight of the
Airbus A380 would be on sale.
However, instead of selling them
directly, Singapore Airlines decided to auction off the seats on eBay
for the first flight. All the proceeds
will be given to charity, Singapore
Airlines said.
They include a Singapore organization, two hospitals in Sydney

PHOTO COURTESY AIRBUS

AN AIRBUS A-380 AIRCRAFT over Hong Kong on its first tour of Asia. Singapore Airlines announced
that seating for the world’s first commercial flight of the super jumbo jet are available through eBay.com.

Checks ordered for 737s
in wake of tarmac fire
Bob Scheid

Chief Copy Editor
Boeing has recommended that
all next-generation 737s should be
checked for loose nuts in the leading
edge slat assembly, a move that was
backed by FAA action, news services
reported last week.
The FAA has required that all 783
737s under U.S. jurisdiction must be
checked for loose nuts in the “slat
down-stop assembly” after it was
determined that the nut was likely the
cause of a China Airlines 737 tarmac
fire in late August, and recommends
that the more than 1500 run by other
airlines undergo the same checks.

It is thought that the aircraft was
missing a washer, allowing the nut
to come loose and penetrate into
the fuel tank. That plane caught fire
directly after landing, but all 165
passengers and crew were able to
debark safely.
In 2005, preliminary reports that
the nut could become loose resulted
in a service letter being sent to all
operators of the 737, from model
600 on. It was found that the loose
nut could potentially result in fuel
leakage, but Boeing could not mandate change. The fire on the Chinese
plane, however, has resulted in an
FAA order requiring torque wrench
checks of the nuts immediately, and
after every 3,000 flight cycles.

all onboard like royalty. The lucky
passengers on the inaugural flight
will receive a commemorative certificate, upscale meals, a commemorative goodie bag and more
according to the airline.
Singapore Airlines claims that
its passengers will experience new
standards in comfort and luxury in
all classes of its new Superjumbo
A380. The meals on the flight
will be created by world renowned
chefs Sam Leong and Matthew
Moran, both members of the
Singapore Airlines International
Culinary Panel.
Singapore Airlines has also said
that they will periodically put seats
on eBay at reduced prices that will
be available though the websites
“Buy it Now” feature.
Through the Buy it Now program, Singapore Airlines hopes
that people who would otherwise
be unable to bid for a seat will
now have the chance to be on the
inaugural flight.

Portable air-defense devices
could be devastating to U.S.
Bob Scheid

Chief Copy Editor

As of press time, several domestic
airlines have completed their inspections, as well as many international
carriers. The deadline for inspections
in the United States was moved up
to Sept. 7 after several more reports
of loose nuts were received by the
FAA. By press time, China Airlines
confirmed on Saturday that they had
also completed inspection of their 13
remaining 737s, reporting 100 of the
208 nuts as having failed the torque
wrench test.
Meanwhile, China Southern
Airlines has ordered 55 next-generation 737s, in addition to the standing
order for 14 and the 129 already in
service. This deal is worth about $3.8
billion

and an international relief agency.
The first flight will be operated
between Singapore and Sydney,
Australia on October 25 with the
return flight to Singapore the next
day. Bidding for the seats started
at $1,000 dollars for a coach ticket,
$10,000 for a pair of business class
seats and $380,000 for a complete
First Class package.
The First Class package includes
being invited to the A380 delivery ceremonies in Toulouse,
France and First Class tickets on
all flights. So far, the winning
bids on one way tickets on have
been $5,000 for coach, $15,000 for
Business Class and $100,000 for
First Class.
So far the first flight has
raised over $400,000 for charity.
According to Singapore Airlines,
those that are bidding on the
Singapore to Sydney flight also
want to bid on the return flight
back to Singapore.
Singapore Airlines plans to treat

A recent study, funded in part
by the Department of Homeland
Security, suggests that attacks using
man-portable air defense systems
(MANPADS) could be more devastating to the U.S. travel industry
than even September 11, Space.com
reported last week.
MANPADS, shoulder-mounted
anti-air missiles like the Stinger,
could be used against airliners with
potentially greater ease than hijacking, since terrorists would not have
to board the plane in order to destroy
it. It further complicates the job of
Transit Security Administration and
other law enforcement officials by
not only requiring the screening of
passengers, but also a wide area
around airports and flightpaths.
The study was headed by James
Moore, chair of the Daniel J.

Advertisement

Epstein Department of Industrial
and Systems Engineering at the
University of Southern California.
Using economic data from the
September 11 attacks and simulating one or more MANPADS attacks
against airliners in America, they
predicted a seven-day shutdown of
the U.S. air transport system, compared to the four days after the
attacks in 2001.
The initial shutdown would not
have the biggest economic impact,
however. The industry took nearly
five years to stop losing money, only
becoming profitable again in 2006.
During that period after September
11, airlines lost more than $43 billion, according to some estimates.
Another attack could lose between
$214 and $420 billion in losses,
assuming cargo traffic resumed
immediately after the seven day
shutdown but the passenger market
recovered at about the same rate as
after September 11.

The estimate is likely conservative, though. The figures above
are only direct costs to the airline industry, and do not take into
account the services that supply airlines, for example. Another factor is
the unpredictability of recovery of
the passenger market after another
major event.
In addition, the report included
some options for investment before
another attack which might reduce
the danger or damage from such
attacks. These include a plan to
place missile countermeasure systems on all U.S. aircraft that might
cost $100 billion. If the chance of
another terrorist attack is as high
as one chance in four, this option
might be financially viable.
“It is possible for events to happen
that are even more expensive [than
the 2001 attacks],” said Moore.
“The entire exercise was intended
to focus on, what costs do we avoid,
and what do we have to lay out?”
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Boeing selected for STS-120 next with Node 2
Ares 1 upper stage
Ben Cooper

Space Technology Editor

With the shuttle program looking more on track than it has been
since before Columbia, shuttle
Discovery is next up, readying for
a late-October launch. Discovery
will take to the International Space
Station (ISS) the first pressurized
module since 2001 when it attaches the U.S’. Node 2, nicknamed
“Harmony.”
The mission will also mark the
second spaceflight in history to be
commanded by a woman, when
Pam Melroy leads the seven-member crew of STS-120 to orbit.
She follows in the footsteps of
astronaut-icon Eileen Collins, who
became the first female shuttle
pilot in 1995 and then commander
in July 1999.
Under the original ISS construction plan, the launch of the Italianbuilt Node 2 connecting module
on STS-120 was supposed to mark
“core complete” for the orbiting
outpost. Now it is only the next
mission in the closing chapter of
the program. Counting STS-120,

IMAGE COURTESY NASA

THE ARES 1 ROCKET that will be the United States’ next manned launch vehicle is depicted here shortly
after launch. Boeing has been selected to build the upper stage (area with orange foam), joining ATK
Launch Systems for the solid rocket booster first stage and Lockheed-Martin for the Orion crew capsule.
Andrew Zaback
Staff Reporter

The next phase of manned space
exploration has now been finalized
with a simple contract. Boeing
has just signed a deal with NASA
to construct the upper stage of
the Ares I rocket. This contract
has an estimated value of $514.7
million and was sought after by
many companies. The main competitors were Lockheed Martin and
Boeing.
On Sept. 1, 2007, the contract
became effective and will last
through the end of the 2016 calendar year. The agreement obligates
Boeing to design, manufacture and
test the upper stage by a required
date.
Steve Cook, NASA’s Ares Project
manager agreed with the decision

to award Boeing the contract, stating that “The Boeing team brings
outstanding experience, both from
the commercial aviation side and
the commercial space side.”
Cook also commented on
Boeing’sslow and steady manufacture process, referring to it as a
“build a little, test a little,” routine.
This means that Boeing takes its
time and designs and builds one
component at a time, such as the
guidance or propulsion system.
Boeing has claimed to be able
to produce two to six working
units each year during the project.
The company is estimating that 23
upper stages will be completed by
the end of the contract if all portions are extended to 2017.
To accomplish this daunting
task, Boeing is planning to hire
many new workers. Several hundred engineers, and production

support personnel will be hired at
the Marshall Space Flight center in
Huntsville, Ala., which is responsible for the design as well as at
the Michoud Assembly Facility in
New Orleans, La., which is in
charge of manufacturing the component.
Boeing’s contract follows the
contracts already awarded for
the booster stage, given to ATK
Launch Systems, who has built the
shuttle’s solid rocket boosters since
the program began; and LockheedMartin, who will be the builders of
the Orion crew capsules.
This component will be put
together with the other portions of
the rocket to remain on NASA’s
schedule.
When this crucial element is
completed, NASA hopes to send
humans back to the moon by the
year 2020.

Hubble spies early ‘lego blocks’

there are now 13 shuttle flights
remaining before the retirement of
the shuttle fleet in 2010.
The Node 2 connecting module
is cylindrical, like most, measuring 23.6 feet long and 14.5 feet in
diameter. It will add 18,000 cubic
feet of pressurized w o r k ing space
to the

station’s
interior;
the last pressurized module added
to the ISS was the Quest airlock in
July of 2001.
This will be Melroy’s third shuttle flight. She leads Pilot George
Zamka, making his first flight;

veteran Mission Specialists Scott
Parazynski and Stephanie Wilson;
and rookie Mission Specialists
Doug Wheelock and Paolo
Nespoli. Discovery will also take
up to the station a new Expedition
crewmember, Dan Tani, who will
replace Clayton Anderson who has
been on the ISS since June. From
STS-120 onward for the next year
or more, every shuttle flight will
see a one-up, one-down crew rotation like this.
The plan for Discovery’s flight,
which includes at least four
spacewalks and maybe five, is
to attach Harmony to the side of
the Unity (Node 1) module. After
Discovery leaves the station, the
Expedition crew will then be in
charge of moving Harmony to the
front of the Destiny module - the
very place where the shuttle currently docks - using the station’s
own robot arm.
This mission finally paves the
way for the attachment of four longawaited European and Japanese
modules to the docking ports on
Harmony. Europe’s Columbus lab
is first up, with shuttle Atlantis
slated to loft it in early December.

Upcoming Cape Launches
NASA’s revolutionary Dawn asteroid orbiter, almost two years behind its original launch date, is finally
readying for launch. After weather shortened its July launch window to just a few days, NASA elected to
hold off on launching Dawn until September so as not to bump up against and interfere with the Phoenix
Mars lander, now on its way to the Red Planet. Now, Dawn is set to lift off aboard its Delta 2-Heavy rocket
(with slightly larger solid rocket boosters than a regular Delta 2) on Sept. 26 shortly after sunrise. The launch
window that day opens at 7:25 a.m. EDT and closest at 7:54 a.m.
Keep an eye on The Avion in the coming weeks for status updates and launch viewing info. for students.
Sept. 26
Delta 2
NASA’s Dawn asteroid orbiter
Launch window:
7:25 - 7:54 a.m. EDT

Oct. 17
Delta 2
Next GPS satellite
Launch window:
8:23 - 8:34 a.m. EDT

NET October
Delta 4-Heavy
Last DSP satellite
First operational flight
Launch window: around midnight

Oct. 3/4
Atlas 5
WGS military comsat
Likely evening of 3rd EDT

Oct. 23
Space Shuttle Discovery
STS-120 / ISS flight
U.S. Node 2 ‘Harmony’ module
Launch time: 11:38:01 a.m. EDT
+/- 5 min. window

NET November
Atlas 5
Classified NRO sat.
Launch time: TBA
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Scaled Composites bought
Sale comes on
heels of deadly
accident
Bob Scheid

Chief Copy Editor
The past few weeks have held
several significant events for
Scaled Composites LLC, the airplane company founded by Burt
Rutan 25 years ago that produced such aerospace vehicles as
SpaceShipOne and Voyager, the
first plane to circumnavigate the
globe without refuelling.
First, on July 26, MSNBC reported that a standard rocket oxidizer
test at their base in Mojave, Calif.,
resulted in the death of three members of the SpaceShipTwo team
and three more being hospitalized. The test involved the oxidizer injector, observing the flow
of nitrous oxide, and had been suc-

cessfully completed several times
during testing for SpaceShipOne
and SpaceShipTwo. The rocket
was not firing at the time.
As of press time, no new information was available as to why the
explosion happened, but Scaled
Composites had allocated $40,000
for an independent contractor to
be hired to investigate the airport’s
procedures, in addition to the company’s own internal investigation.
California’s Occupational Safety
and Health Administration is also
involved.
The accident claimed the lives
of Glen May, a propulsion technician, and Eric Blackwell and Todd
Ivans, two aircraft mechanics. The
names of the three injured were not
able to be located.
These three deaths, the first in
the new privately-funded space
race, did not seem to dissuade
space tourists-to-be from buying
tickets from Virgin Galactic spacelines. The company, working with
Rutan in developing commercial
space tours using SpaceShipTwo,
contacted everyone who had paid

$200,000 deposits on the first
flights, according to the AeroNews Network. None requested a
refund, and at least four more have
signed up for the program since.
About a month after the accident,
on Aug. 24, Northrop Grumman
released a statement saying that it
had completed full acquisition of
Scaled Composites LLC, increasing its ownership of the company
by 60 percent. Scaled Composites
and Northrop Grumman have
worked together on projects before,
most notably the X-47A Pegasus
unmanned aerial vehicle, which
was designed and constructed at
Mojave in one year.
Meanwhile, the search for Steve
Fossett continues in the Nevada
desert. Fossett, 63, had worked
with Scaled Composites before,
piloting Scaled Composites’
GlobalFlyer for nearly 77 hours
while circumnavigating the world
nonstop and alone.
As of press time Sunday, Fossett
had been missing for seven days,
and the search area had grown to
10,000 square miles.

India’s fifth GSLV is a success
Mayank Rakesh Kumar
Guest Reporter

PHOTO COURTESY NASA

LOOKING BACK 13 BILLION years, the highlighted galaxies are the faintest, most compact
galaxies ever observed in the universe and may be merging with others of their kind to form more
complex structures. The five seen are 100 to 1,000 times smaller than our Milky Way and appear
as they were less than 1-billion years after the Big Bang.

Proton fails to loft Japanese sat.
Ben Cooper

Space Technology Editor
A Russian Proton rocket failed to
deliver a Japanese satellite into orbit
Sept. 6. The rocket failed shortly
after ignition of its second stage and
jettison of the first, and the vehicle
crashed back to Earth in a remote

region of Kazakhstan, prompting
environmental concerns over its
toxic fuel and falling debris.
All appeared nominal as the giant
Proton and its payload, the JCSAT11 communications satellite, lifted
off from the Baikonur Cosmodrome.
About 120 seconds into flight, ignition of the second stage occurred
followed by jettison of its first

stage. Video of the nighttime launch
showed what appeared to be a nominal sequence of events, but this was
followed by what looked like an
explosion or breakup of the vehicle
before going dark.
The workhorse Proton is Russia’s
largest rocket, and the status of
upcoming launches will depend on
the outcome of the findings here.

India’s Geosynchronous Satellite
Launch Vehicle (GSLV) had a successful launch on Sept. 2 at 6:20
p.m. local time from the Satish
Dhawan Space Centre in Sriharikota
and placed India’s INSAT-4CR
into a Geosynchronous Transfer
Orbit (GTO). This was the fifth
flight of the GSLV and the fourth
successful one.
INSAT-4CR is now orbiting the
Earth in GTO with a perigee of 168
km (105 miles) and an apogee of
34,710 km (21,693 miles) with an
orbital inclination of 20.7 degrees
with respect to the equator.
At 4.8 seconds before the count
down reached zero, the four liquid propellant strap-on boosters,
each carrying 44 tons of liquid
propellants, were ignited. When
the count hit zero and after confirming normal performance of all
four strap-on motors, the 151.8
ton solid propellant core stage was
ignited and the 455 ton, 49 m (161
foot) tall GSLV blazed into the
sky.
The important flight phases

included the first stage and strapon stage propulsion, payload fairing separation at an altitude of 115
km (71.3 miles), the second stage
propulsion and the cryogenic stage
propulsion.
The cryogenic propulsion stage
was shut down after attaining the
required velocity of 10.2 km (6.3
miles) per second. The 4,720 lb
INSAT-4CR was placed in orbit
about 17 minutes after lift off,
about 5,000 km (3,100 miles) away
from Sriharikota.
The GSLV was commissioned
after both its developmental test
flights conducted in April 2001
and May 2003 were successful.
In its first operational flight on
Sept. 20, 2004, GSLV launched
the 4300 lbs EDUSAT into GTO.
However, the second operational
flight, GSLV-F02, with INSAT-4C
on board, conducted on July 10,
2006, did not succeed.
The Failure Analysis Committee
(FAC), formed to review the reasons for the failure, concluded that
the primary cause for the failure
was the sudden loss of thrust in one
of the four liquid propellant strapon motors immediately after liftoff resulting from the malfunction-

ing of a propellant regulator. FAC
also recommended implementation
of stricter control on fabrication,
inspection and acceptance procedures. The recommendations of
FAC had been implemented in the
present launch vehicle.
GSLV was designed and developed by Vikram Sarabhai Space
Centre, Thiruvananthapuram. The
inertial systems for the vehicle
were developed by the ISRO
Inertial Systems Unit (IISU) at
Thiruvananthapuram.
The
Liquid
Propulsion
Systems Centre (LPSC) also at
Thiruvananthapuram developed
the Liquid propulsion stages for
the strap-ons and the second stage
of GSLV as well as the reaction
control systems.
While the Russian supplied cryogenic stage is used for third stage
propulsion, the guidance and control of the stage has been implemented by ISRO.
Satish Dhawan Space Centre
SHAR is the launch centre for
all the launch vehicles of ISRO.
ISRO Telemetry, Tracking and
Command network (ISTRAC)
provides Telemetry, Tracking and
Command support.
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B2

SUDOKU

SIMPLE

INTERMEDIATE

INTERMEDIATE

DIFFICULT

Take a picture, it lasts longer
ACROSS
1 Corridor
5 Musical time
10 Past simmer
14 Basis of an invention
15 City in Nebraska
16 Egg on
17 Fight off
18 Airplane operator
19 Follows him or her
20 Explain meaning of
22 Try for a basket
23 Zilch
24 Gone to lunch
26 ___ sauce
27 Bacon-lettuce-tomato sandwich
30 Hindu goddess, consort of Siva
33 Foreign Agricultural Service (abbr.)
35 In __ of (instead of)
37 Deformation
42 Muscat is its capital
43 Adjoins Fla.
44 Teen skin ailment
45 Chain of mountain range
49 A leather bag for holding wine

50
51
53
54
57
59
61
63
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

Less than two
Exchange for money
Neither’s partner
Scrambled food
Dick and Harry’s associate
Gaiety
Musical “slow”
Insolent
Healing plant
Moan
Fly high
What a clock tells
Bad smells
The world’s largest continent
Eve’s garden
Movie on tape
Optical device

DOWN
1 High fidelity sound system
2 A fox’s hole (2 wds.)
3 Fasting season
4 Weighed down
5 Tumbled
6 A prince, chieftain or governor in

the
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
25
27
28
29
31
32
34
36
38
39
40
41
46
47
48

Middle East
Not female
What a camera takes
Grain type
U.S. President
Sandwich cookies brand
Eskimo home
Not right handed
Free of
Heavenly light
Unidentified flying object
Group of nations
Stretched car
Eye liquid
Small bottle
Islands
Poke
Unravel
Weight allowance
Computer “button”
Atop
Come close to
Not out of
Sign of the zodiac
_____ Soriano (NY

Yankee’s star)
52 Wrench type
54 Make jubilant
55 Extremely cold
56 Fictional dwarflike creatures
58 __ Gras
60 Sound produced by air passing through the
nose
62 Adolescent
64 Crucifix
65 Not well cooked
66 Smeller
67 Hatcher costar TV show
68 Extremely long time periods
70 Governor (abbr.)

Submit your completed crossword to our
office in SC 110. Open to students only!! All
correct entries will be entered to win a $10
Barnes & Noble gift card. Entries are due
Friday by 5 p.m. Winner will be announced
in first Fall issue. Good luck!

Last Issue

You are what you are
WINNER: Patrick O’Bryan

‘3:10 to Yuma’ not your typical western
Their lives are suddenly upended when an
infamous outlaw, Ben Wade (Russell Crowe),
robs a Wells Fargo coach near their land.
Wade is the leader of a vicious gang that
robs money coaches and has been blamed for
countless murders. When Wade gets caught,
Evans is given a chance to make some desperately needed money when the railroad
company needs to transport Wade to the
3:10 train to Yuma, where he will go to trial.
Meanwhile, Wade’s gang is hot on the trail,

“

3:10 to Yuma

Will take even the
smallest fans of
western along for a
good ride ...
-CHRIS HAAS

Chris Haas

World News Editor
Not since “The Good, the Bad, and the
Ugly” or “Tombstone” has such an interesting and entertaining western come to the big
screen. Director James Mangold (“Walk the
Line”) delivers an exciting movie experience
that will take even the smallest fans of western
along for a good ride. Some were skeptical
that a movie starring Christian Bale (“Batman
Begins”) and Russell Crowe (“Gladiator”)
would make a good western, but this movie
is not your typical western. At many points it
plays out more like a buddy chase film. It just
so happens the movie is set in the old west
somewhere near the Mexico border.
The story hinges around Christian Bale’s
character, Dan Evans, a down-on-his-luck
cattle rancher struggling to make ends meet
during a drought in the dry Arizona desert
in the late 1800s. Evans is a Civil War veteran with a wounded leg who can’t seem to
get his life together. His family is torn by
the situation: his wife is growing impatient,
his youngest son is sick, and his oldest son,
William, is defiant and resents his father as
a coward.

”

and will kill anyone holding him.
The film moves from quiet moments to
explosive chase sequences (on horseback, of
course). At several points during the journey,
Wade is ironically forced to help his captors
to save his own life.
When the lawmen refuse to transport the
dangerous Wade in the face of overwhelming
odds, Evans faces a moral dilemma. He, too,
can abandon the mission, or he can stay and
fight. If he does, he will need all the courage
he can summon to face Wade’s brutal gang
alone.
The end features a final showdown, reminiscent of the final scene Tombstone, but the
emotional pull is stronger: Evans’ oldest son
has snuck along to help and Evans must find
a way to keep his son safe and still carry on
the fight. In the end, Evans doesn’t want his
son to see his father back down from the bad
guys.
Throughout the film, the cinematic landscape is a pleasure to watch, the
action is enthralling, and the emotional undertones are intense. The immediate
reaction when the lights came up was
applause; the audience had just witnessed a
powerful film. This film is nothing like any
release in recent memory.

PHOTO COURTESY LIONSGATE

Upcoming concerts in Orlando
When??? 				

Who??? 			

Where???

				

How Much???			

September 13			

Bill Cosby			

UCF Arena					

$45.00				

Comedy

September 15			

Daddy Yankee			

Amway Arena				

$65.00				

Reggaeton

September 18			

Interpol				

Hard Rock Live				

$30.00				

Alternative

September 19		
						

Queens of the			
Stone Age		

House of Blues				

$25.00				

Alternative

September 20			

Lil Wayne			

House of Blues				

$39.00			

Rap

September 21			

Carlos Mencia			

UCF Arena					

$25.00				

Comedy

When in Rome: Wash., D.C.
Bob Scheid

Chief Copy Editor
Welcome to When in Rome, an occasional
series of articles that will give you a better
idea of what to do while traveling. In each
column, we’ll be taking you to a different city,
and giving you a mini-travel guide of some
things to do and see (and eat) that might not
come up in a regular travel guide. The person
who writes the article comes from that area
and knows it, so you’re not getting an internet
guide, you’re getting something a bit better.
Our first destination is Washington, D.C.,
the nation’s capital.
SEE: Probably everyone in the school
knows that the Smithsonian Institution’s
National Air and Space Museum (NASM) is
based in D.C. on the National Mall. There’s a
good chance you’ll make time to see it, and
that makes sense. But what you might not
think about is the building down and across
the street, the Natural History Museum.
This place has it all. It’s got lifesize models of mastodons and a disturbingly diverse moth collection. But the
highlights of my trips to D.C. revolve
around the incredible gem exhibit, taking
up several rooms and hallways. The museum
holds thousands of gems, taking up every part
of the natural spectrum. Birthstones, semiprecious stones (cut and uncut) and famous pieces
like the Hope Diamond make this excursion a
visually spectacular one, and a good one for

taking that special someone along.
EXPERIENCE: The John F. Kennedy
Center for the Performing Arts houses many
of the nation’s finest acts. There are dance
exhibitions, plays, concerts, jazz nights, and
pretty much every other artistic medium
around. And before you stop reading, I promise you can find something that will suit you.
It’s not all Bach, all the time; I went to the
National Symphony Orchestra’s performance
of Video Games Live, a three-hour concert
with music from Final Fantasy, Halo, and
Mario games. My friend, that same weekend,
went to see “Phantom of the Opera” in a
nationally acclaimed performance. Tickets are
much more affordable than you might find at
other concerts, too, and it will impress your
friends to say you saw something so sophisticated and so enjoyable at so prestigious a
locale.
FOOD: If you make it out to the
Udvar-Hazy branch of the NASM in
Chantilly near Dulles Airport, stop by
the Blue Iguana before your flight out.
The restaurant is sports bar on one side, gourmet dining on the other, and serves a selection
of foods with a vaguely American motif. The
seafood pasta is some of the best in the area,
and uses only original and house recipes.
One last note for travelers going
in summer; don’t let the fact that
Washington D.C. is 700 miles north of
Daytona fool you. It’s just as hot and muggy
in the day, and the air isn’t nearly as clear in
the city. Be prepared to be hot.

Genre???

Slapstick comedy in shooting thriller

Shoot ‘Em Up

Peter Richardson
Staff Reporter

There are not too many things you can
say about the new movie Shoot ‘Em Up
besides that if you like ridiculous action
bonanzas then this movie right up your
alley. If an ungodly body count, attractive women, stupid one-liners and Clive
Owen is your bread and butter then this
film is perfect. Despite the complete lack

of anything other than action, this movie
still manages to be entertaining in its own
little way and is worth the 1 hour 20 minute
investment.
When I first saw the Shoot ‘Em Up
preview two weeks before the film
premiered I couldn’t believe my
eyes and ears. A Clive Owen movie
where the main point of the film is shooting
people? I realized that, if done right, this
film could be an entertaining take on the
modern action genre, but if done wrong,
this film would turn out as an atrocious
shooter-bore hour and a half of silliness.
Luckily for my hard-earned $7 student
entrance fee this movie was done near perfectly. As an unforgiving overdone action
spectacle Shoot ‘Em Up has all of the
fixtures of the recent action movie generic
films but all done with a wink and nod of
not taking themselves seriously.
From the get-go you realize that
while having every completely overdone and unwanted action genre scene,
Shoot ‘Em Up does almost all of them
bigger, better and with more British
Clive style. This over-the topness
prevailing throughout the movie gave me
almost no doubt that everyone involved
intended the film to be extremely funny while
also being a good action film. The terrifically
awful performances of Clive Owen and Paul
Giamatti combined with the always-engaging acting of Monica Bellucci manages to
hold your attention during the 10 minutes
of film where there are no guns involved.
During the rest of the movie the awe-

somely stupid action set pieces grip you
with laughter and awe as you feel the cool
exuding from the screen.
As far as the things normal movies
are reviewed for goes, this film fails
miserably. The music is straight from
the Tony Hawk 67 game, the camera angles were stolen from Bruce
Willis’s latest movie and the plot is two
sentences long: “Clive Owen kills a lot of
people and Paul Giamatti gets very angry
while wearing glasses. There is a random
baby hiding in a tank, some attractive
woman, a random vampireish senator and
lots of goons getting shot.” Despite the fact
that movie fails on all these fronts, it is still
an entertaining film. The music is perfect
for all the action scenes, the camera angles
and lighting is gritty and the plot is just
enough to kill people for.
By the end of the film, you realize
that the running time was just perfect.
Just enough of the movie to leave you
wanting maybe just a little more for
the DVD purchase, but not too much to
stop it being funny and fresh. You leave
the theatre questioning the point of
the film but deciding that it was fun
and amusing while also being kind
of cool and exciting. Overall, the
film is pretty terrible in almost all the regular aspects but does manage to entertain
quite pleasantly as the best action film you
will see in a while. If you like this sort
of movie, make sure to check it out then
purchase the DVD and stick it next to your
complete Die Hard collection.
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Port Orange Townhome
South on Clyde Morris Blvd. to
Townhomes West, pool, furnished,
available after August 8th, 2 full
bedrooms up with full baths each and
large closets, eat-in kitchen down,
1/2 bath, living/dining combo, bonus
tiled area could be used for fitness
equipment or as office/study, french
doors from living area leading to enclosed porch with stackable washer/
dryer. Situated on small, peaceful
lake...nice views, quiet and relaxing.
Two reserved parking spaces in front
of unit. 1 month security deposit,
$1200 mo. includes all utilities. Extra for own internet and cable. References required, 1 year lease. Email
for more info. cinbad58@aol.com

Close to everything
I am looking for a roomate to
share two bed/two bath house in
Geogetowne Community. Ammenities include own bath, big screen flat
tv, washer/dryer, dishwasher and large
yard. I work out of town so tennant
would essentially live on their own.
No pets, prefer non-smoker. $600
month includes utilities & cable/internet. Please call Pete 386-383-6111

Nice Condro For Rent
Remodelled Condo 2 bed/1 bath
condo with beautiful pool located
along the Halifax River in Daytona, just north of International
Speedway on the beachside. Unfurnished. Central Heat/Air.Great
closet space. Laundry facility onsite
-just steps away. 1st floor unit. First
and security. $900/mo includes water & basic cable. 386-689-4267.

Condo for Rent
Steps To The Beach, Ponce Inlet
2br 2ba Ground Floor Condo. All
Tile, New Paint, No Stairs. Open
& Bright. Sparkling Pool. Water,
Sewer, Trash, & Cable Included.
Small Pet Ok.$1100 Mo.+Elec. 1 Yr.
Lease. Call Darlene 386-852-0118

To Share Daytona Beach Home
Completely furnished beachside
house, 2/1. Female, nonsmoker
desired. $450.00 month plus utilities. If interested call 407-399-5607.

House for Rent
South Daytona lakeside home. Looking for one person to rent two furnished rooms with priveate bath and
entrance. Shared usage laundry room
and kitched $625/month includes
utilities, internet and basic cable.
Available Sept. 1, call 386-299-3783
Miscellaneous

Roommate - July Rent Free
Share large home on golf course, 3
miles from campus with 3 other ERAU
students.Your bedroom is clean, furnished, central a/c, highspeed internet.Full kitchen and laundry room.
$395. August Rent plus 1/4 utilities.
School year lease. No Smoking.
Contact Paul at 510-385-4673

Awesome House to Share
$550 - Looking for 1 roommate
to share a house with 2 AE students. You will have your own furnished room. 2 miles from school!
an easy bike ride, but if you’ve
got a car there is pleanty of parking. Call Ian @ 941-504-5606

Roommate Wanted
3 bedroom, 2 1/2 bath, 1 story
house in Pelican Bay, w/garage,
rent is $1295 a month for 3 people
but the guy in the master bedroom
is paying a little more than anyone
else, washer/dryer, will have Direct
TV HD dvr in the living room w/
NFL package, Clearwire high-speed
wireless internet, any other questions call 561-329-6694, my name is
Adam or e-mail cohen0a1@erau.edu

Room(S) For Rent $425
Roommates need to split 2500 sq
foot house on beach side 2 furnished
rooms for rent $425 a month + share
of utilities (4 way split). WIFI Internet, cable in room, digital cable
in main room, grill, A/C, kitchen if
you cook microwave if you don’t,
Washer/Dryer, huge back yard, less
than 5 miles from ERAU and 2
blocks to beach. For info call Russ
972-655-4647, I’m taking summer B
classes and I work so if I don’t answer
leave a message and I will return it.

Housing
Duplex for rent: 2 or 3 bedroom,
Fenced yard, private deck With
Jacuzzi, Laundry Room, CableHD-Internet, All Utilities included,
$1200. Per month + Security. 1 1/2
miles N. of Campus. By Mason &
Clyde Morris. Call Ron 235-2700

House to Share
Ormond by the sea (beach
side).Furnished
room
with
laundry,kitchen,wireless internet,own
bathroom.$475 a month,includes
everthing. Call Brian at 386- 405-2081

Large One Bedrrom Apt.
Large upstairs apt, recently remodeled. great location in historic downtown Daytona Beach, just one block
from river/marina...2 blocks from
stores...10 minutes from campus!
hardwood floors, high ceilings, new
kitchen cabinets & appliances, ceiling fans: lots of character in this
area! quiet street, nice neighborhood. $650/mo,includes water/trash,
one year lease, $600 deposit,
pets considered. 386/212-1578.

One Room for Rent
10 minutes from ERAU. Private
Gated
Community
Private Pool. Washer/Dryer. Expanded Cable TV & Water Included. Available August 1st. No Lease required.
For more details contact Andy at
(804) 658-6251

2/2 River front Condo
riverfront condo just 4 blocks from
beach and 15 minutes to campus.
furnished, including dishes: bring
your toothbrush! $995 mo includes
water/pest. short or long term lease
available. www.vrbo.com/108767
for pictures. large patio; you’ll
love this view!
386/212-1578

For Sale Beautiful Townhouse
2 Bedroom 2 Bath Fireplace, Pool,
Appliances. 8 minutes from EmbryRiddle. $127,900 Very Nice contact
239-728-4572
Leave Message.

Quiet Beachside Studio
Remodeled studio just 4 blocks from
the beach & 15 minutes from campus.
Ceramic tile throughout, nice
bathroom with tile & glass block,
cute eat-in kitchen. Quiet neighborhood, garden/picnic area, no
party animals please! $425/mo
includes water & pest. $400 security, 1 yr lease. 386/212-1578

Looking for Roommates
Two or three bedroom, fenced
yard, private deck with Zacuzzi,
Cable-HD-Internet, New Kitchen,
All Utilities included. Bedroom 1
[450], Bedroom 2, Bunks or 2 twin
beds [300 ea.] Bedroom 3 Twin in
small room [300]. 1 1/2 miles north
of campus, by Mason & Clyde
Morris. Call Ron 386-235-2700.

Femle Nonsmoker Wantedt
To share 2/1 beachside house. Completely furnished. $450.00 month
plus $150.00 utilitites. If interested, call Sheryl 407-399-5607
Advertisement

Efficiency Apartment for Rent
Large basement efficiency apartment
in historical home on the Intracoastal Waterway in Daytona for rent.
Private entrance and house priviledges, $550/Month which includes
utilities and cable. 386-453-1913

Entertainment Center
Nice 4-piece pine entertainment center with space for 36 inch TV, stereo system, surround sound speakers and glass shelving with doors.
Call for picture (386) 690-6361.
Asking $800 in Port Orange, FL.
Sony 36 inch Wega Flat Screen
TV also available for $600.

Furniture for Sale!
Tired of your hard mattress? For
sale now a full size pillow top
mattress (box spring included).
Bed is practically new, barely
used, and must go. Also will
throw in a five drawer dresser
(Basset), and extra. Contact me:
aaron83b@erau.edu if interested.

